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R364response to an 8 shift in the wind
direction [12]. One possible
explanation is that the ants also learn
their heading direction with respect to
the wind, and that their navigational
decision making includes this memory
along with the mixture of other
guidance commands [11]. Such
anemo–menotaxis has been found in a
range of desert arthropods [19].
These various experiments point the
way towards future studies in which an
individual’s entire foraging tracks are
recorded in conjunction with
instantaneous wind directions. In the
meantime, the new results suggest an
explanation for what has been an
intriguing feature in probably the most
famous complete insect foraging
trajectory (Figure 1). After presumably
using navigational memories to travel
75meters in an approximately constant
direction and possibly also to trigger a
couple areas of concentrated search,
the ant performs a number of long
sweeps in quite different directions.
It now seems likely that these are the
stage four crosswind directions
described by Buehlmann et al. [4].
Looking forward, the same
characteristics that have made these
ants and their environments particularly
good for studying path integration
and visual landmarks in the wild also
make them suitable for studying
questions about olfactory search.
While technological advances havemade Drosophila undoubtedly the
most versatile lab-based system [15],
C. fortis has the natural characteristics
that could make it one of the best
model systems for understanding
multi-modal decision-making in the
wild [20].
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MimicryMimicry has long provided some of themost persuasive examples of the power
of natural selection. However, somemimics are quite poor. A new study shows
that mechanisms by which animals learn might explain how imperfect mimics
survive.Innes C. Cuthill
The advantages to a stick insect of
looking like a stick, or to the
non-venomous king snake of looking
like the deadly coral snake, may seem
obvious. The first avoids predation
through resembling an irrelevant
background object (a tactic usually
termed ‘masquerade’), the latter
through being actively avoided
(when the mimic itself is harmless,this is termed ‘Batesian mimicry’) [1].
Darwin [2] and Wallace [3] used these
examples in promoting their theory of
natural selection, and mimicry remains
an active area of research with many
issues unresolved and controversial.
One important issue is that many
putative mimics are not especially
impressive (Figure 1) [4,5]. Think of the
hoverflies in your summer garden: at
first glance quite wasp- or bee-like, but
a moment’s pause allows thedifferences in flight, body shape, wings
and antennae to become obvious. In a
new paper in this issue of Current
Biology, Kazemi and colleagues [6]
propose that such features do not
necessarily have to be mimicked,
because of the mechanisms by which
animals learn to discriminate between
prey.
How does ‘imperfect mimicry’ evolve
and persist? One possible answer is
that the target of the deceit has
perception that differs greatly from that
of humans [7]. After all, humans have
very high acuity and a massive visual
cortex, so it is plausible that differences
that are obvious to humans may not be
obvious to the natural predator.
However, in the few cases, such as
hoverfly mimicry, where human and
avian rankings of ‘wasp-like-ness’ have
been compared, the differences are
Figure 1. Picture imperfect.
At first glance the mimicry of the toxic Battus philenor, on the left, by the harmless Papilio polyxenes, on the right, is impressive. On closer
inspection, differences are obvious; it is an imperfect mimic. (B. philenor ª Kathy Garvey; P. polyxenes ª Frank Model; reproduced with
permission.)
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R365not marked [8]. Another possibility is
that selection against imperfect
mimicry is weak [9]. This could be
due to a number of reasons: because
the model is particularly dangerous [9],
because there are more profitable prey
available [8], because speed-accuracy
trade-offs favour only cursory
inspection by predators [10], or
because the diversity of similar
potential prey promotes generalisation
by predators The latter two ideas
implicate predator cognition as a factor
and this is the type of hypothesis that
Kazemi and colleagues [6] pursue.
If animals, including humans, learn
to discriminate between two complex
stimuli with multiple attributes, it is
frequently observed that only the most
salient cues are used. Indeed, other
attributes that would be just as
good discriminators are not learnt.
This phenomenon is known as
‘overshadowing’ [11]. In the context
of mimicry, it has been shown before
that potential predators do not use all
available cues in avoiding dangerous
prey, and mimics benefit from this.
For example, nonvenomous scarlet
kingsnakes (Lampropeltis elapsoides)
match poisonous coral snakes
(Micrurus fulvius) in their general
colours but not the sequence of red,
yellow and black rings on their bodies.
Despite the imperfect match of the
mimic, they are avoided as much as
the deadly model [12]. Kazemi andcolleagues [6] investigated this
phenomenon of imperfect mimicry
systematically, using wild-caught blue
tits and tracking their discrimination
learning of novel artificial prey, for
which there was precise control of the
stimuli available for learning.
The birds were trained to find
mealworms hidden under square
pieces of laminated paper with
coloured, patterned shapes printed on
them. One cue combination covered
nothing (the ‘model’ prey to be
avoided), while the others covered
mealworm rewards. Thus, birds were
challenged with learning to
discriminate between an unprofitable
prey type that differed from a range of
profitable prey. They successfully
learned to avoid the unprofitable prey,
but this could have been achieved with
any or all of three attributes: colour,
shape or surface pattern. Following
this, birds were tested with prey that
only possessed one attribute of the
unprofitable prey (the ‘imperfect
mimics’) or, as a control, all attributes
(‘perfect mimicry’). Birds could, in
principle, have learned the three
attributes as a set and only avoided
the perfect mimic. Instead they
generalised, but only to one class of
imperfect mimic: those prey that
matched the colour of the prey they had
learned to avoid. Indeed, the colour
mimics were avoided as much as the
perfect mimic, whereas those prey thatmimicked just shape or pattern were
not avoided.
The above result is consistent with
overshadowing, but it could have been
that the shape and surface pattern cues
were inconspicuous or could not, for
some reason, be learnt. So Kazemi
et al. [6] did a second experiment,
where rewarded and unrewarded
stimuli differed in only one cue. Birds
could learn to discriminate on the basis
of any one cue, but learnt faster if
that cue was colour. This is consistent
with colour being a more salient cue
and the results of the first experiment
being due to overshadowing.
Why colour? Birds do have excellent
colour vision [13], learn colour
discrimination rapidly [14], and colour
is an important identifier for many
objects in their natural environment.
However, Kazemi et al. [6] are
appropriately cautious and do not
claim that colour will always be the
most salient cue; in other contexts, and
certainly other species, pattern or
shape may be more important. The
important take-home message is that if
one stimulus property is highly salient
then equally accurate cues may be
overshadowed in learning. This will
favour mimicry in only this most salient
stimulus dimension and so, when
viewed based on multiple attributes,
the mimicry will appear ‘imperfect’.
This explanation is perfectly
compatible with arguments that
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R366imperfect mimicry is a product of
relaxed selection [9]. Overshadowing
is not an insurmountable constraint and
if predators require multiple cues to
identify an unprofitable or dangerous
prey type, then multiple cues will be
learnt. Thus, if selection for mimicry is
more intense,more precisemimicrywill
be driven by a narrower categorization
of what to avoid. There have been
appeals before for experiments to
investigate the cognitive processes
that might explain imperfect mimicry
[10]; Kazemi et al. [6] have delivered.
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FlowAsymmetric distribution of the hormone auxin organizes plant cell fate and
drives specification of new organs. Such asymmetries are regulated by
polarized auxin transporters called PINs. But what controls PIN polarity?
A new study shows that another hormone, cytokinin, degrades PINs on specific
membranes to direct auxin flux.Figure 1. Organization of cells in the Arabi-
dopsis root.
Cells are arranged in discernable lineages
originating from the organizing center (shown
in orange). Each color represents a different
cell type with pericycle cells shown in light
blue. The boxed area shows a magnified
view of a pericycle cell with the apical, basal
and radial-facing membranes indicated. A
subset of these pericycle cells will undergo
cell division to become lateral roots (see
figure 2 for further details).Anthony Bishopp*
and Malcolm J. Bennett
Unlike in animals, where most of the
body plan is elucidated during
embryogenesis, throughout their life
cycle plants produce new structures
from undifferentiated pools of cells
known as meristems. In addition,
animal cells are relatively mobile and
can migrate throughout the organism,
but plant cells contain rigid cell walls
that confine them to their relative
positions. This cellular arrangement
can be clearly observed in the highly
organized structure of the Arabidopsis
root, with cells organized in defined
cell lineages emerging from the
organizing center (Figure 1). This
cellular pattern provides each cell
with an approximately rectangular
or cylindrical shape, with a clearly
defined apical surface facing the upper
(shootward) cell, a clearly defined basal
surface facing the lower (rootward) cell
and a series of radial surfaces facing
neighboring cells (Figure 1). This
geometrical arrangement not only
provides positional cues involved in
specifying cell identity [1] but providesa framework for controlling cell-to-cell
movement of developmental signals.
Although there are many vital
developmental signals in plants, the
hormone auxin dominates. Auxins are a
group of tryptophan derivatives, with
IAA being the most prevalent in plants.
Officially IAA stands for indole-3-acetic
acid, but is affectionately known as
‘Inducer of Almost Anything’ after the
myriad of developmental processes
it regulates, including embryogenesis,
root and shoot branching, vascular
development, phyllotaxis, meristem
growth and light and gravity
responses [2].
Auxin distribution is controlled by
specialised transport machinery,
consisting primarily of auxin influx
carriers AUX/LAX (that pump auxin into
a cell) and ABCB and PIN classes of
auxin efflux carriers (that export auxin
out of a cell) [3]. However, the
directionality of the auxin flux is mainly
controlled by the subcellular
localization of these components
and in particular PIN proteins. PINs
are localized on the plasma
membranes in a polarized fashion,
preferentially accumulating either onthe apical, basal, or radial membranes
or on combinations of these. These
polarities are highly dynamic and can
change during organogenesis [4] or
in response to environmental stimuli,
such as light or gravity [5,6]. A central
